DATE: May 23, 2000

MACHINE: LS Auto-Lift

SERIAL NUMBER(S): S/N 500 - 790624

SUBJECT: Single/Dual Extend Select Switch Kit - 98790016

The extend feature of the NORDCO Auto-Lift Rail Lifter is designed to lift both rails a small amount when either Extend button is pushed. However, some customers would prefer that only one rail be lifted when the corresponding Extend button is pushed. In other words, if the right Extend button is pushed, only the right rail will be raised and vice versa.

This can be accomplished very easily on any machine by disconnecting wire one #62 wire from TB3 in the Main Control Box. TB3 is located in the lower right hand corner of the box. Be sure to tape the ends of the wire that is removed to prevent it from accidentally shorting out. To return the machine to the original configuration, simply reconnect wire #62 to TB3.

If the customer would like the option of using both extend modes, this kit may be installed on the Main Control Box to switch between modes. Refer to Figure 1

With this switch in the “DUAL” position, both lift cylinders will raise when either extend button is pushed. With the switch in the “SINGLE” position, only one lift cylinder will raise when the corresponding extend button pushed.

This kit includes a Toggle Switch, p/n 5123593. Plaque, p/n 56405155, wire, hardware and instructions. This kit can be installed in about 1 hour.

Machines S/N790625 and above have this switch installed as standard equipment

Please contact your NORDCO Representative or the NORDCO Parts Department for pricing and availability.